Consider the singular Dirichlet problem 
Introduction
Consider the boundary value problem
where p, q ∈ L loc (]a, b[). We are mainly interested in the case when the functions p and q are not (in general) integrable on [a, b] . In this case, equation () as well as problem (), () are said to be singular. It is well known that for singular problem (), (), the condition has no nontrivial solution satisfying (). The above statement plays an important role in the theory of singular problems; however, it does not cover many interesting, even rather simple, equations. For example, consider the Dirichlet problem for the Euler equation
where α and β are real constants. By direct calculations, one can easily verify that if α > , then the homogeneous problem holds. The paper is organized as follows. At the end of this section, we state our main results, the proofs of which one can find in Section . In Section , we recall some known results in a suitable for us form. Section  is devoted to a priori estimates and plays a crucial role in the proofs of the main results. Throughout the paper we use the following notation. R is the set of real numbers. 
Evidently, () holds and problem (  ), () has no nontrivial solution. On the other hand, a general solution of () is of the form
, we have
Hence,
Therefore, in view of (), we get lim t→a+ u(t) = +∞ and, consequently, problem (), () has no solution.
Remark . Theorem . concerns half homogeneous problem (), () and does not remain true for the fully nonhomogeneous problem 
Consider now a sequence of equations
Corollary . Let (), () hold and problem (  ), () have no nontrivial solution. Let, moreover, () and () be fulfilled. Then the problems (), () and ( n ), () have unique solutions u and u n , respectively,
and
Auxiliary statements
In this section, we consider the equation
Below we state some known results in a suitable for us form.
Proposition . Let () hold. Then the problem
is uniquely solvable for any c  , c  ∈ R and q satisfying () iff the homogeneous problem
has no nontrivial solution. Moreover, for any w ∈ C loc (]t  , t  [) (where t  < t  are the same as above) satisfying
the inequality
holds.
Proof In view of (), there exist
Hence, the inequalities
hold as well. The latter inequalities, by virtue of [, Lemma .], imply that for any 
admits the estimate
Proof By virtue of () and [, Lemma .], the initial value problems
have unique solutions v  and v  , respectively, and the estimates
are fulfilled, where
On the other hand, by virtue of Proposition .,
In view of Propositions . and ., problem () has a unique solution v. By direct calculations, one can easily verify that
. Analogously, the (unique) solution v of problem () is of the form
, where v  and v  are solutions of the problems
and the estimates
are fulfilled with
Now, it follows from () and (), in view of () and (), that the estimates () and () hold with 
or
Assume that () (resp., ()) holds. Then, in view of (), there is t * ∈ ]t  , β[ (resp.,
and u t * =  resp., u(t) sgn u (t  ) <  for t ∈ [t * , t  ] and u (t * ) =  .
()
Multiplying both sides of () by b -t (resp., by t -a) and integrating it from t  to t * (resp., from t * to t  ), we get
Hence, in view of (), we obtain
Multiplying both parts of the latter inequality by t  -a (resp., by b -t  ), we get
Suppose now that () holds. Then either there is β  ∈ ]t  , β[ such that
or there is a sequence {t n }
If () holds, then evidently u(t) = u(t  ) for t ∈ [t  , β  ] and, consequently, () is fulfilled.
On the other hand, if () holds, then, by virtue of the above-proved, the inequalities admits the estimate
while every solution u of equation () satisfying
Proof Let a  , b  , and be from the assertion of Propositions . and . with
) and u be a solution of problem (), () (resp., (), ()). By virtue of Propositions . and ., the problem
has a unique solution v and, moreover, for any t ∈ ]a, a  ] (resp.,
holds. Let us show that
Assume the contrary, let () be violated. Define
In view of (), (), and (), it is clear that w ∈ AC loc (]t  , t  [) and
Hence, by virtue of () and Proposition ., we get w(t) ≤  for t ∈ ]t  , t  [, which contradicts (). Therefore, () is fulfilled. The estimate () (resp., ()) now follows from () and (). Proof Suppose to the contrary that the lemma is not true. Then there exist sequences
Introduce the notatioñ
Then it is clear that
Moreover, it follows from () that
and, consequently,
By virtue of Lemma ., (), and (),
Hence, in view of () and (), the sequence {ũ n } By a direct calculation, one can easily verify that
whence, in view of ()-(), we get
, and >  be from the assertion of Lemma .. Assume, without loss of generality, that a n < a  and b n > b  for any natural n. Then, by virtue of Lemma ., (), and (), the estimates
are fulfilled. Moreover, in view of (), we have
Taking, moreover, into account (), we get from () that
and thus u  satisfies the conditions
On account of () and (), there exist
Then it follows from () that
Hence, in view of (), ũ n [α  ,β  ] =  for n > n  . Taking now into account (), we get u  [α  ,β  ] = , and thus u  is a nontrivial solution of problem (  ), (). However, this contradicts an assumption of the lemma.
Proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem . To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that if problem (  ), () has no nontrivial solution, then problem (), () has at least one solution.
Let a  , b  ,ā  ,b  , , and r  be from the assertions of Lemmas . and .. Let, moreover, the sequences {a n } On the other hand, on account of Lemma . and (), we have (t -a)(b -t) u n (t) ≤ r  for t ∈ [a n , b n ], Taking now into account (), (), and (), we get () and ().
